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Apr 20, 2015 hi,
everytime i start max
i get that message
vrender2013.dlr is
missing. i then have
to click open. Dec 2,
2019 hi, everytime i
start max i get that
message
vrender2013.dlr is
missing. i then have
to click open. Feb
12, 2020 I am trying
to run FRAPS on my PC
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but it gives the
error message
vrender2014.dlr is
missing. I think the
vrender plugin is not
working for me. Dec
4, 2019 I always get
a message error
max.dlr is missing.
Jul 16, 2019 Hi
everyone! I am trying
to solve 3 months to
run 3ds max 2010 and
2012, 2013, MSVC
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redistributables
2014, 2015. Oct 16,
2019 running win7 64
bit and I can't run
vrender 2016.dlr
since that morning. O
Oct 19, 2019 I use
Windows 7. When I
start 3ds max 2019 I
get an error message
about
vrender2016.dlr. I
already tried to
reinstall vrender
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plugins but everytime
I start max I get
that message about
that missing. Oct 20,
2019 I use win7 and I
get this message
everytime I start 3ds
max 2014, 2015, 2016.
I already tried
reinstalling vrender
but it didn't work.
How can I solve this
problem? Oct 24, 2019
I used a video
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converter and I have
similar problems.
When I start max
2014, 2015, 2016 I
get this message
about
vrender2014.dlr. And
I also tried
reinstall vrender but
nothing changed. How
can I solve this
problem? Oct 24, 2019
Hi, everytime I start
3ds max I get a
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message that tells me
that the
vrender2014.dlr is
missing. I then have
to click open
(sometimes I . -decou
pled-cad-max.tar.gz
May 20, 2008 I've
just downloaded this
but when I try to
load a scene in 3DS
MAX 6 it's not
working and I get
this message
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vrender201.dlr is
missing. Do you know
how I can fix it?
Thanks. Mar 18

Oct 30, 2016 I have
installed the max
2013 about 2 weeks
ago and tried to load
a render. Hi,
everytime I start 3ds
max I get a message
that tells me that
the octane3dsmax.dlr
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is missing. I then
have to click open
(sometimes
I .Download
VideoRights Site Oct
3, 2016 Missing Dll:
2013. Setup creates a
VirtualDub folder
inside d:\videorender
to Fix it have to
load the.bat file
located in the corel
folder and that
will . Mar 28, 2016
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ALSO HOW CAN I
MANUALLY SETUP JAVA.
2013 THEN PROBLEM
SOLVED. RUST RUST
RUST DOESN'T HAVE
ANYTHING TO DO WITH
JUL, WTF?? And don't
get all uppity about
Java, it's just the
language I use to
program in Max. Sep
21, 2014 Do I need to
include a vrender dlr
file for each version
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of the plugin? I'm
just using Windows
10 , and wondering if
it's something I need
to do manually .
Vrender 2013.dlr Jul
24, 2014 I downloaded
the 2013 plugin file
but whenever I try to
run it in 3ds max it
tells me its missing
dlr file . Mar 29,
2013 I recently
downloaded the 2013
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installer and
whenever I try to
open the program it
tells me that the dlr
file is missing . Sep
3, 2015 I am getting
"class not found"
exception for vrender
in 3d max. i have max
2013 and it worked
before by just
selecting "plugins"
and installing the
"vrender" 2013.dll.
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so no change in my
system. is there
something else in max
2013 that is using
the old version of
the plugin? i should
say i am using
windows 8.1 vrender
2013.dll Sep 3, 2015
class not found:
byte[]
VRenderPlugin.Inst.
Sep 6, 2015 I'm using
Windows 7 (64-bit). I
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have installed Vue
and other plug-ins. I
successfully
installed 2013 and
restarted 3ds Max. I
went to file>plugins>
vrender2013.dlr and
clicked "open" and it
said "the file is not
a valid Win64 exe
file." I double-
clicked it and it
started running,
1cb139a0ed
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